Cross-Movement Dialogue
Resisting corporate power: Struggles for women’s rights, economic and gender justice
29th February – 2nd March 2016
Sao Paulo, Brazil

Participant Agenda

Objectives of the dialogue:
1. To develop common analysis on where diverse movements are situated in asserting a rights agenda in corporate-dominated global economy.
2. To exchange and learn from strategies used by different movements to counter corporate power, leverage opportunities and build on existing alternatives.
3. Identify key opportunities at the local, national, regional and global levels to advance collective action towards confronting corporate power and ensuring women’s leadership, rights, including their labor rights.

Day 1: Monday, February 29th - Connecting, naming + analyzing

9:00am Welcome, introductions, hopes + review of the agenda
10:30am Break
10:45am What does corporate power look and feel like in our lives and contexts? 
Small group + plenary discussion
1:00pm Lunch
2:00pm Power analysis by (issue) agenda
Small groups by issue agenda + plenary

- Resource rights, defense of territories + climate change
- Labor rights
- Big pharma, intellectual property + development policy
- Women’s (invisible) economic identities

3:00pm Identify common threads + differences - actors, strategies, risks
4:15pm Break
4:30pm Another world is possible... imagining
5:15pm Close + evaluation of the day.

Day 2: March 1st - Histories + stories of resistance + change

9:00am Recap + reflection
9:30 am Presentation + brief discussion: Resisting Corporate Power – Struggles for Women’s Rights, Economic + Gender Justice
10:00am Timeline: Dynamics of economic and political power
Small groups + plenary
11:00am Stories of resistance + change
  Case 1: Treatment Action Campaign TAC, South Africa
  Case 2: Fighting Chevron, Nigeria
  Case 3: Angkok Brewing company vs CFSWF – Cambodia
1:00pm Lunch
2:15pm Presentation: game changing global economic policy and politics now
3:15pm Other worlds + liberated zones
5:00pm  Plenary discussion
6:00pm  Evaluation and close
7:00 Pm  Informal dinner + market – All participants

**Day 3, March 2\textsuperscript{nd} - Other worlds + weaving cross-movement connections**

9:00am  Reflections + recap
9:45am  Understanding our organizational differences/similarities + building feminist solidarity
11:00am  Break
11:15am  Open space for individual connections + discussions
1:00pm  Lunch
2:00pm  Finding + weaving the threads....  
  \textit{Small group + plenary}
4:45pm  Evaluation, AWID Forum + the future
5:00pm  Close